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Advanced Control EngineeringButterworth-Heinemann, 2001

	Advanced Control Engineering provides a complete course in control engineering for undergraduates of all technical disciplines. Starting with a basic overview of elementary control theory this text quickly moves on to a rigorous examination of more advanced and cutting edge date aspects such as robust and intelligent control, including neural...
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The Statistics of Gene Mapping (Statistics for Biology and Health)Springer, 2007

	This book details the statistical concepts used in gene mapping, first in the experimental context of crosses of inbred lines and then in outbred populations, primarily humans. It presents elementary principles of probability and statistics, which are implemented by computational tools based on the R programming language to simulate genetic...
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Introduction to Cybernetics (University Paperbacks)Routledge, 1964
Many workers in the biological sciences—physiologists, psychologists, sociologists—are interested in cybernetics and would like to apply its methods and techniques to their own speciality. Many have, however, been prevented from taking up the subject by an impression that its use must be preceded by a long study of electronics and...
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Selected Papers of Richard Feynman: With Commentary (World Scientific Series in 20th Century Physics)World Scientific Publishing, 2000

	These scientific papers of Richard Feynman are renowned for their brilliant content and the author s striking original style. They are grouped by topic: path integral approach to the foundations of quantum mechanics and quantum field theory, renormalized quantum electrodynamics, theory of superfluid liquid helium, theory of the Fermi...
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Mathematical Tools for Data Mining: Set Theory, Partial Orders, Combinatorics (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2008
The maturing of the field of data mining has brought about an increased level of mathematical sophistication. Such disciplines like topology, combinatorics, partially ordered sets and their associated algebraic structures (lattices and Boolean algebras), and metric spaces are increasingly applied in data mining research. This book presents these...
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Introduction to Real Analysis: An Educational ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	An accessible introduction to real analysis and its connection to elementary calculus


	Bridging the gap between the development and history of real analysis, Introduction to Real Analysis: An Educational Approach presents a comprehensive introduction to real analysis while also offering a survey of the field. With its...
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Patterns, Models, and Application Development: A C++ Programmer's ReferenceCRC Press, 1997
This book is about object-oriented programming in C++ on the Personal Computer. It is also about program development by a smaller sized programming team. The contents include topics related to software engineering, to object orientation, to systems analysis and design, to patterns and models, and to C++ programming. Although the material sometimes...
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Formal Verification of Floating-Point Hardware DesignSpringer, 2018

	
		This is the first book to focus on the problem of ensuring the correctness of floating-point hardware designs through mathematical methods.  Formal Verification of Floating-Point Hardware Design advances a verification methodology based on a unified theory of register-transfer logic and floating-point arithmetic that has...
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Elementary Numerical AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	Offering a clear, precise, and accessible presentation, complete with MATLAB programs, this new Third Edition of Elementary Numerical Analysis gives students the support they need to master basic numerical analysis and scientific computing. Now updated and revised, this significant revision features reorganized and rewritten content, as well...
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Weighing the World: The Reverend John Michell of Thornhill (Archimedes)Springer, 2011

	The book about John Michell (1724-93) has two parts. The first and longest part is biographical, an account of Michell’s home setting (Nottinghamshire in England), the clerical world in which he grew up (Church of England), the university (Cambridge) where he studied and taught, and the scientific activities he made the center of his...
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Confabulation Theory: The Mechanism of ThoughtSpringer, 2007

	This book offers the first detailed, comprehensible scientific presentation of Confabulation Theory, addressing a pressing scientific question: How does brain information processing, or cognition, work? With only elementary mathematics as a prerequisite, this book will prove accessible to technologists, scientists, and the educated...
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Real Analysis (4th Edition)Pearson Education, 2010

	Real Analysis, Fourth Edition, covers the basic material that every reader should know in the classical theory of functions of a real variable, measure and integration theory, and some of the more important and elementary topics in general topology and normed linear space theory. This text assumes a general...
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